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1. Introduction

Hoerner stated that山tbe deformation of a structure

shall be called homologous, if a glVen geometrical relation

holds, for a given number of structuralpolntS, before,

during and after the deformationnl)･ The concept of the

homologous deformation was applied by Morimoto et al.

to structural design of huge radio telescope, themirror

surface of which is to be finished in parabolic form at any

tilt angle2)･ A methodology was proposed by Hangal et al.

to form homologous deformation based on existence

condition of the solution of the formulation by use of

generalized inverse3)･ The concept of homologous de-

formation is considered applicable to dynamic problems

as well as static problems. It can be devised to make use

of bomologous vibration mode in order to control or

mltlgate the effect of vibration, for instance.

This note proposes a formulation of how to form

homologous vibratioll mode based on generalized inverse

technique and触ite element discretizatiom Linear and

undamped eigenvalue problem is dealt with. The sensitiv-

lty analysts Of the elgenpair derived from asymmetric

matrices is exploited to approximate the behavior change･

The validity of the proposed method is examined through

formation of the homologous mode in problem of the

ouトof-plane vibration of a lattice structure.

2. Description of prob)em

Suppose that a baseline structure vibrates with the

modes governed by the following eigenvalue problem (1),

(【K]-AlM])(¢)-〈0) (1)
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where lK], 【M], A and (¢) denote the stiffness matrix,

mass matrix, elgenValue and eigenvector, respectively.

We partition the Ⅳcomponents of (¢) into ∫ independent

ones denoted by (4),･) and J dependent ones by (4)d),

which is governed by the following equation (2) through

JxJ matrix 【C], which expresses homologous constraint.

N is equal to I+J･

(4)d) -lC](4)L･) (2)

When such a constraint is imposed on the eigenvector, the

orlglnal elgenValue problem cannot hold anymore in

general･ The problem is how to change the baseline

structure to satisfy the homologous constraint･

3. Formulation Based on GeneraJjzed Inverse

The e】gellValue problem is partitioned in the form of

Eq･ (3) accordiTlg tO the partition of the eigenvector

components, while attention is paid to an elgenmOde.

(LKFit',-老]-Al-農Z.一莞])は)4-3-) (3,

The upper part and lower one of the above equation can

be rewritten in the separate form as glVen below,

respectively,

(lKS]-llMs])(4)Z) - (0)

(lK,トA【M,])(4)i) - (0)

where lKs] is IxI square, asymmetric matrix, and lK,] is

JxI rectangular matrix defined as follows･

lKs]-lKL,i+ lKEd]lC]　　　　　　　　　　　(6)

lK,] - lKd,･] + lKdd]fC]　　　　　　　　　　　(7)
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Similar formulae are applied to lMs] and lM,]. Equation

(4) constitutes modified eigenvalue problem, and yields

new eigenpair of A and 〈4).･), which take different values

from those governed by Eq･ (1)･ No constraint is provided

for the new eigenpair, because (¢f) is independent. On

the other hand, Eq･ (5) does not hold when the eigenpair

thus obtained is substituted together with the orlglnal

matrices of lK,] and lM,]. This means that lK,] and lM,]

have to be changed so as to make Eq. (5) hold･

We assign M design variables cym for judiciously chosen

parameters Pm to change the baseline structure to form

homologous vibration mode as glVen below,

Pm-Pm(1+ am) (8)

where the upper bar means current value of the para一

meters. The rates of change of the eigenpair lm and (4)Em)

can be calculated with respect to the design variables and

based on Eq. (4), when the first-order approximation is

applied to the change of lKS], lMS] and so forth in the

followlng form.

.W

lKJ-lJK,]+ ∑ [Ksm]cym　　　　　　　　(9)
'tl-I

.tl

lMJ-[面】+ ∑ 【Msm]am　　　　　　　(10)
Jll=I

It is necessary to calculate both the right and left

eigenvectors for the evaluation of (4)im) , because lK,] and

【〟∫】 are asymmetric. In doing so, We employ the method

proposed by Nelson4)･ The change of the elgenPalr is

approximated in the followlng form of Taylor series

expansion when the rates of change of the eigenpalr are

calculated.

W

A-瓦+ ∑ Amcrm
川･-FJ

｣W

(4',)- 〈Ji,,)+ ∑招,Lm)am
jH十b

The matrices lK,] and lM,] are changedalso by the design

change･ The鮎st-order approximation is employed for

the change as follows.

ルJ

lK,]-lk,]+ ∑ 【K,m]cvm
ti.目上FJ

.1J

lM,]-[兎]+ ∑ 【M,m]crm
〃ドJ

Equation (5), which ie required to hold always, is

rewritten as Eq. (15) by means of substituting the

Brst-order approximate formulae glVen above,

M

∑ ((lK,m]jlM,m]-Aml面.]HJi,,)
u.㍉--FJ

+ (【-K,]-和面,]) (4'Z.m))

- ( [-K,卜il面,] Hl4',･)

and is summarized further in the followlng form,

lA](cFm)-(b)

(15)

(16)

where lA] isJxM rectangular matrix･ Equation (16) is the

governlng equation for the design variables･ The eigenva-

lue analysュs and sensitivlty analysis are to be carried out

by current use of the renewed parameters at each

renewal. The coefhcient matrix lA] of Eq. (16) is

rectangular. The llnknown desigll Variables can be deter一

mined by use of the generalized inverse lA｢. We employ

the particular solution of Eq･ (16) calculated by the

Moore-Penrose generalized. inverse5) as follows･

(cym)-tAr(b) (17)

The design variables thus determined are affected by

deficient Brstl0rder approximation so that the design

change has to be renewed to overcome the dehciency

until the right hand of Eq. (16) is made equal to nil

vector.

4. Numerical Example

Figure 1 illustrates a lattice structure,flat in the x-y

plane, supported simply at four polntS marked by black

triangle･ The structure is discretized by beam elements, a

member being represented by an element, to analyse its

out-of-plane vibration. The cross-section of all members

is circular. The丘rst mode shape of a base-line design is

found to be wa叩ed in saddle-shape as shown in Fig･ 2･

The section diameter of the baseline design is 0.05 m and

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are 70 GPa and O･3,

respectively･ The Brst elgenValue is 826･8･

Suppose that we set a homologous vibration mode that

the deflection of the nodes arrayed in the y direction is the

same･ Such a constraint can be expressed easily by Eq･
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Fig. 1. Finite element model of lattice structure

Fig･ 2･ Warped mode shape of baseline design

Fig･ 3･ Flattened mode shape at the third renewal

(2). Figure 3 shows the mode shape obtained at the third

renewal, in which the design variab】es are asslgned to all

the section diameters. The mode shape is aattened, partly

homologous to the nat lattice plane, as is aimed at･ The

increase or decrease of the section diameters after the

Fig･ 4･ Distribution of section diameter at the third renewal

(x direction)

Fig. 5. Distribution of section diameter at the third renewal

(y direction)

design change, however･ When we make all the members

arrayed in the y direction so stiff that any deformation

does not take place, the hogglng pattern Of the wa叩ed

mode shape is antlCIPated to be Battened in the y

direction Different from the antlClpation, the proposed

formulation reveals that the flat patterncan be formed by

means of increaslng the stiffness of the members in the J′

direction a little and decreaslng the sti的IeSS in the ∫

direction also a little.

5. Concluding Remarks

Tbe proposed formulation is proved to succeed in

formlng a homologous vibration mode for a structure･

The existence and unlqueneSS Of homologous vibration

mode is still left unknown for various structures. Validity

of a particular choice of design variables is also to be

examined in future,  (Manuscript received, June 9, 1992)

design change with respecHo the initial values are glVen

in Figs･ 4 and 5･ The eigenvalue is reduced to 467.7 by the
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